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Documenting a Pandemic:
The COVID-19 Collection Project

“I think people have an understanding
of the importance of this moment,
and why these experiences should be preserved.”
Beaudry Rae Allen ’13 MA
Preservation and Digital Archivist
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On Challenges
This past year brought with it many challenges. The global
pandemic changed the way the Library delivered services and
organized its spaces. It even inspired us to publish Mosaic
electronically for the first time in its history.
But through all the difficult times, Falvey Memorial Library’s core
values were unwavering.
The Library staff were steadfast in serving the community while
supporting students and faculty in academics and research.
Informed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
guidelines as well as the University’s health and safety plan, and
supported by the Community First, The Caritas Commitment, our
staff used innovation and technology to answer thousands of
research questions and provide virtual and in-person access to the
Library’s collection of 1.68 million titles.

FROM
THE
DIRECTOR
MILLICENT GASKELL
University Librarian
Falvey Memorial Library

Also essential were the socially distanced spaces in the Library in
which to study and meet. Friendly, masked students read outdoors
on the steps of Falvey Patio. They tucked away in the carefully
spaced desks in Speakers’ Corner. And they hunkered down in the
Dugan Polk Family Reading Room.
To reduce stress between classes and schoolwork, our staff held
pet therapy sessions and cohosted mindfulness meditation creating
new connections between students, staff, and faculty.
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And to ensure the University experience during the COVID-19
pandemic is preserved for future Villanovans and researchers, the
University Archives has begun a special collection project. It is a
place for alumni, students, faculty, and staff to contribute to our
shared University history.
Let this issue of Mosaic be a thank you to all the dedicated people
who make Villanova special. Thank you to our staff and faculty
who tirelessly worked in-person and remotely. Thank you to our
students for their caring and resilience. Thank you to our alumni
and donors for your continued support of Villanova and Falvey
Memorial Library.
I hope this glimpse into our challenges and successes will keep you
until our community can truly come back together.

MOSAIC: News from Falvey Memorial Library is published at Villanova University. Since 1842, Villanova University’s Augustinian Catholic intellectual tradition
has been the cornerstone of an academic community in which students learn to think critically, act compassionately, and succeed while serving others. There
are more than 10,000 undergraduate, graduate and law students in the University’s six colleges—the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the Villanova School
of Business, the College of Engineering, the M. Louise Fitzpatrick College of Nursing, the College of Professional Studies and the Villanova University Charles
Widger School of Law. Ranked among the nation’s top universities, Villanova supports its students’ intellectual growth and prepares them to become ethical
leaders who create positive change everywhere life takes them. For more information, visit www.villanova.edu.
Any photos in Mosaic depicting people without masks were taken before COVID-19.
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AT THE ENTRANCE

Falvey
Staf
makes it
work
In 2020,
Villanovans were
asked to make
the Caritas
Commitment –a
vow to put Community
First in order to slow
the spread of the
COVID-19 virus by
following guidelines
ensuring the health
and safety of all.
Whether we are
pixelated or behind
Plexiglass, Falvey’s
staff keep on working
and stand true to the
Library’s mission of
supporting teaching
and learning at
Villanova and beyond.
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INNOVATIVE, STEADFAST: Falvey during the pandemic

At Your (Virtual and In-Person) Service:
A Look Inside Falvey’s Commitment to a Safe Reopening
W

hen campus closed in the spring due to the COVID-19
pandemic, Falvey Memorial Library’s staff and librarians
worked together to shift to an entirely virtual library. They
offered all previously in-person services in a virtual format
and expanded online resources in order to meet the needs of
students and faculty.
“Falvey has found many innovative ways to continue offering
the same resources, academic support, and services, adapting
to meet the needs of the campus,” says Millicent Gaskell,
University Librarian. “The goal remained, as always, to provide
essential services and support while maintaining safety.”
For example, Electronic Resources and Description Librarian
Jesse Flavin says Falvey staff worked with academic
publishers to add subscriptions to databases and identify
others temporarily made freely available. It was vital for
students working on research and attending classes in front of
their computers across the country.
“To me, the importance of maintaining
a virtual library—so vital in supporting
our community’s researchers, teachers,
and learners wherever they physically
are—became essential during the
pandemic,” he explains. “Whether it
was through our own acquisition of
electronic resources or by promoting
publisher’s generous opening up of
their digital content, the Falvey virtual
Library offered and continues to offer
access to information and knowledge.”

Abby Cengel delivers a
virtual smile to library patrons.
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Just as important was the personal
attention Library staff provided to
faculty. Jean Lutes, PhD, Associate
Professor, Department of English,
reached out to Sarah Wingo, English
Literature, Theatre, and Romance
Languages and Literature Librarian, in
order to locate resources not available
as physical books.
“Sarah was wonderful. She speedily
found links to several digital documents
needed for classes or for my students’
research projects,” Dr. Lutes says.

Adjunct Classical Studies Professor Kenneth Tully added
that, despite working on his current studies at Oxford
University, he has often opted to use Falvey and ILLiad
digital resources for his own research and coursework.
“The Library’s website search displays availability in other
libraries, which is a great aid. And the requests made for
digital scanning receive a quick turnaround, usually within
a day,” he explains.

Shifting to a Hybrid Library

As the campus planned for reopening in the fall, Falvey
leadership and staff worked together to reimagine the
Library so it could offer in-person and virtual services and
spaces while maintaining the campus community’s Caritas
Commitment to safety, informed by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention’s guidelines and the University’s
health and safety plan.
“The Library is a fundamental educational resource,
providing instruction, study space, services, tools, and
materials that support the goals of teachers and learners.
We created the safest possible physical environment
for Library staff and patrons, and ensured services and
resources, both physical and virtual, were available,” says
Luisa Cywinski, Director of Access Services.
The first floor of the Library was reenvisioned. Students
could grab coffee or
a snack from Holy
Grounds, but they
would find Speakers’
Corner reorganized
as a socially distanced
study space.
Nearby, new queues
were added for
contactless pickup,
printing, the UNIT TechZone, self-service scanning, and
the new virtual service desk. The latter substituted for
in-person interaction at the front desk—visitors with
questions could converse with a staff member via an
ongoing virtual connection.
“The Library staff, as well as staff from across the spectrum
of offices on campus, have been working very hard. They
didn’t appear to miss a beat. We all suddenly had to flip a
switch back in March to this strange, new world, and then

Michael Sgier provides great customer service to students at the front
desk. This, along with services like contactless pickup and document
delivery, put safety first while supporting teaching and research needs.

again in August, and the staff just made it all happen,” says
Thomas Way, PhD, Associate Professor of Computer Science,
Chair of Faculty Congress. “The faculty are tremendously
grateful for the outstanding work of the staff of Villanova.”

Adaptable, Safe, and Human-Powered

Access Services has been integral to conceiving the new
contactless pickup procedure. Villanova students, faculty,
and staff place holds on books, DVDs, and other circulating
items from the Library’s online catalog. Library staff bag
the items on a shelf and send an email when the requested
items are ready for pickup.
“Simply put, it takes a little longer to provide each of these
Library services. A little longer to circulate materials, a little
longer to respond to questions and problems, just because
everything is dependent on humans to complete,” Michael
Sgier says. “It’s a service I’m very proud to have helped craft
for the Library,”
For the same safety reasons, course reserves are not
circulated at this time. Staff scan and send digital pages to
each patron upon request.
Patrons can also use the ILLiad and EZBorrow services to
request electronic and physical copies of books, CDs, and
DVDs from other library collections. They can also request
e-books. If the requested e-book is unavailable, the staff
work to provide specific chapters instead.
When any physical item is returned to the Library, staff
place it in quarantine.
No doubt, 2020 created many challenges for staff, as it has
across the campus and for the Villanova’s extended family
of alumni and friends around the world who are affected
by the pandemic. But through innovation and collaboration,
Falvey’s staff proved the Library can and will do—come
what may.
A
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SERVING BRAVELY: Falvey during the pandemic

Creating Hindsight on 2020

Falvey Partners with the Lepage Center
on COVID-19 Collection Project
The COVID-19 pandemic has created historically significant
times for the country. However, these conditions are not
unprecedented for the United States or our Villanova
community.
The H1N1 virus outbreak in 1918—commonly referred to
as the “Spanish Flu”—infected 500 million people around
the world, and the University’s campus was impacted as
well. Unfortunately, the extent and duration of that impact
remains largely lost to time.
“There’s very little information about how that pandemic
unfolded. What was the students’ experience? We simply
don’t have a great deal of information available,” says
Beaudry Rae Allen, Preservation and Digital Archivist,
Falvey Memorial Library.
Shortly after campus closed in March 2020, staff in the
Library and the Lepage Center for History in the Public
Interest at Villanova University began discussion of a
partnership to document the coronavirus pandemic for
future generations. Opened in 2017, the Lepage Center
brings historical scholarship and historical perspective to
bear on contemporary issues through events, programs,
and special projects, such as this one.

Documenting COVID-19,
is a two-stage project that
began with a broad collection
process, including social media,
photographs, video, audio, and
art from students, faculty, staff,
and alumnae/i. Submissions
included essays about leaving
campus, experiencing a virtual
commencement, and explorations
of the anxiety about the pandemic.

ALLEN
This initial part was an opportunity to engage the
community and provide an outlet for their stories, to
document their memories and feelings in real time, and
add an important chapter to our shared Villanova history.
Additionally, it will help future historians make sense of
what happened, offer much needed context, and delve into
the actions taken.

Our Collective Villanova Memory

Unlike traditional collection initiatives, this collecting
process is spontaneous and premised upon “crisis
collecting.” This means that collecting activities occur
simultaneously to events unfolding. It is based on the
University’s Archives collecting policies and best practices
developed by the Tragedy Response Initiative of the
Society of American Archivists.
In line with mission of the University Archives, the project
provides space to preserve institutional memory. This is
pure, raw data—ranging from tweets about Black Lives
Matter protests and social media posts on how to safely
reopen campus to journal entries and student haiku
poems—are snapshots of a chaotic time.

As of this writing, the Archives has
collected over 70 submissions. “We
wanted to learn how people’s lives
were changing due to the pandemic.
And, just as much, we want to discover
how they were interpreting those
changes. People have been very open
about sharing their experiences,” says
Allen. “While Villanova as a community
remains positive-minded and committed
to moving forward, this time is still very
difficult for many Villanovans.”
Phase two will encompass an oral
history project to identify and
record key members of the Villanova
community discussing their experiences,
everything from the initial closure
to summer planning to the hybrid
reopening of the University this fall. The
Lepage Center has provided a $5,000
grant to pursue this second phase.
Additional plans include working
with Erica Hayes, Digital Scholarship
Librarian, to create digital visualizations
of COVID-19 submissions and digital
mapping of relevant locations.
Villanova is a member of Philadelphia
Area Consortium of Special Collections
Libraries (PACSCL) whose members are
developing a public, archived collection
of web content related to COVID-19’s
impact on the Greater Philadelphia
Region. This project continues until
April 2021 and will remain publicly
accessible at http://archive-it.org/
home/PACSCL.
“We’re all sharing in similar disruptions
and changes, but how we feel those
changes are different person to
person,” Allen says. “It is very important
for the University and its Archives, as
well as for current and future historians
that we capture and validate all those
experiences.”
A

Not the first epidemic...
!I

I

Preserved in Villanova University Archives and now available in the
Digital Library are dozens of first-hand accounts and records from
women religious of Philadelphia who volunteered to nurse the sick
during the 1918-1919 “Spanish Influenza.” The accounts were solicited
and collected by the Rev. Francis E. Tourscher OSA, who quickly
took up the timely task to “assemble facts while they are still a living
memory” and compiled that research as Work of the Sisters during
the epidemic of influenza, October,
1918/Philadelphia: American Catholic
Historical Society, 1919.
Now we are making the original experiences
and recollections written by the Sisters
available online. Father Tourscher served
as University Librarian from 1923-1939, and
his papers are part of the Falvey Memorial
Library records. His aim in gathering these
facts was “to record the experiences and
impressions of the Sisters, and incidentally
to record their personal observations of the
symptoms of the disease and conditions
existing during the epidemic in private
homes and hospitals.”

Francis E. Tourscher, OSA
University Librarian
(1923-1939)

Senior Elizabeth Lyons works in the Library
as a Collections & Stewardship Technician
in the scan lab and was eager to digitize the papers. “These papers were a
crucial part of my research into volunteering efforts during the 1918 Spanish
Flu epidemic in Philadelphia. They offered a unique insight into what it was
like at the hospitals in Philadelphia. There weren’t a lot of personal accounts
of what it was like to live through this period of time, so these offered a really
unique perspective. I love working in the library and getting to interact with
all sorts of historical documents. It’s really exciting to see what sorts of things
have been preserved and what life was like back then! A lot of my fellow
history majors are jealous that I get to keep working with primary sources
like this, since most archives are closed right now.
VIEW FATHER TOURSCHER’S PAPERS AT:

https://digital.library.villanova.edu/Item/vudl:631005

TELL US YOUR STORY! Just as scholars today are examining these records of the past, we anticipate

that future scholars, staff, and students may wish to know and understand what it was like for the
Villanova community living through the current COVID-19 pandemic. We invite you to submit your own
story and be a part of history:

https://library.villanova.edu/about-falvey/coronavirus/submit-your-story
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2020 FALVEY SCHOLARS

Falvey Scholars create memorable online
research showcase
Falvey Memorial Library and the Center for Research
and Fellowships (CRF) are proud to present the
2020 Falvey Scholar award winners: Lauren Garofalo,
Gabriella Bliss Giordano, Timothy Andrew Long,
Josephine Papotto, Madison A. Puleo, Samantha
Sandler, and Brett Schratz.
The Falvey Scholars program was established in
2002. The program began as a partnership between
Falvey Memorial Library, CRF, and the Honors
Program to distinguish outstanding undergraduate
research by senior-level students at Villanova
University. It also serves as a recognition of the
dedication of faculty in supporting undergraduate
student-faculty collaborative research and
scholarship. This connection is crucial in creating
opportunities for students.
To qualify for the Falvey Scholars award, the process
is two-fold. First, a senior student/group of senior
students who are working on a capstone or research
project must be nominated by a faculty advisor. Then,
the student(s) must submit their own application(s)
for consideration, which should include a detailed
research abstract and a bibliography of library
resources that were utilized in the research process.
Award winners are selected by the Falvey Scholars
Selection Committee, which is comprised of representatives from Falvey and CRF.
Over the years, the program has celebrated student
award winners from the various colleges on all sorts
of topics, ranging from “The Financial Industry in the
Era of Fiat Currency” (Matthew J. Fagerstrom, 2019)
and “Hybridization and Song Recognition in Carolina
and Black-Capped Chickadees” (John C. Szot, 2015)
to “Death and Dying: The Literature, Philosophy
and Practices of Adult and Pediatric End-of-Life
Care” (Simran Kripalani, 2018) and “Nature, Culture,
and Gender in Gardens of Middle English Poetry”
(Theresa Donohoe, 2012). As you will read in our
2020 Falvey Scholar profiles, the winning projects
this year are equally dazzling.
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An in-person celebration of the award winners
is typically held each April; however, due to
COVID-19 and the physical campus closure,
this year’s seven Falvey Scholars were
highlighted on the Library blog, where
brief digital presentations by each
scholar were featured during the
week leading up to the 2020
virtual Commencement.
This video presentation option
offered the students a platform to
feature their research process and
showcase a summary of their
project during a 15-minute
presentation. Falvey served as a
vital support in the students’
research endeavors.
Falvey Scholars credited
one-on-one librarian
consultations,
reference workshops,
library books and journals,
access to Interlibrary Loan,
databases, and even quiet
study space as helpful aids.
Thank you to all the program
participants and
congratulations to the
2020 Falvey Scholars!
Despite the challenges
they faced, all were able
to produce outstanding
research projects. A

“

These scholars have contributed to
the creation of new knowledge, new
discoveries, and new ideas. I hope the
process highlighted that the pursuit of
knowledge is never complete—there is
always more to learn, more to discover.”

“

Recognizing Outstanding Undergraduate Research

The Rev. Peter M. Donohue, OSA, PhD, ’75 CLAS,
University President

In the absence of an in-person awards ceremony, the Library created the
first-ever virtual Falvey Scholars Award booklet in honor of the award winners.
Through the publication, permanently housed in the Digital Library, readers
will have the opportunity to learn more about the winning research projects,
the award recipients, and about the Falvey Scholars Program. The pages to
the virtual booklet contain links to the Falvey Scholars’ presentation videos,
information about the scholars and their respective faculty mentors, details
about the origins of the Falvey Scholars program, and much more.
https://digital.library.villanova.edu/Item/vudl:621875#?c=&m=&s=&cv=
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THE HEALER:

SCHOL ARS

THE ADVOCATE:

Madison A. Puleo Strives to Improve Care
for Patients, Nurses

Brett Schratz Argues the Case for Equality
and Justice

Liberty. Equality.
From star student-athlete to essential part of the
nation’s health care frontline. That’s the path Madison
A. Puleo ’20 took as she finished her career as a
Villanova nursing student, cheerleader, and member
of the team working to improve care of patients with
Parkinson’s Disease. Then, in May, donned scrubs
as the newest nurse in A. I. duPont Hospital for
Children’s Neonatal Intensive Care Unit.
Her Falvey Scholarship-winning research, conducted
in the M. Louise Fitzpatrick College of Nursing’s
simulation laboratory, entailed running a simulation
case study in order to increase knowledge
among participants regarding PD, PD medication
administration, and interprofessional competency
and comfortability.
In the simulation, missed PD medications led to a
mock code scenario, which included an interprofessional team made up of senior BSN students, Nurse
Anesthetist students, Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine
students, and Doctor of Psychology students.
“We not only saw an increase in knowledge about
Parkinson’s Disease and code situations, but also
an increase in interprofessional competency and
comfortability, which is extremely important for
nurses and other health care professionals,”
Puleo says. “The simulation allowed students to learn
from mistakes and grow their confidence.”
While researching, the team completed a literature
review, which relied on the medical databases
available through the Library to locate relevant
publications to track scholarly sources. She valued
having access to highly specialized data beyond the
abstracts publicly available on the internet.
Ultimately, the project and the mentorship of Diane
Ellis, MSN, RN, CCRN, Clinical Assistant Professor,
have ignited Puleo’s interest in research that impacts
patient care. “This became my strongest relationship
at Villanova, as she pushed me to get involved and
values my contributions and insights,” Puleo added. “I
advocate for all students at Villanova to explore
and take advantage of the many opportunities for
research.”
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In American society, these remain essential,
fundamental values, ones set forth by the country’s
forefathers and as dear today as when the country
was founded.
And yet, so often, they come into direct conflict.
This tension between liberty and equality remains
a complex issue in political theory, says Brett Schratz.
Nowhere is this more evident than legal cases
weighing religious exemptions related to providing
services to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and
questioning (or queer) (LGBTQ) people.

Madison A. Puleo ’20
(Nursing)

Hometown: Valencia, Calif.
Additional Honors: H. Elaine McCaully Award
for Clinical Excellence Award
Project: “An Interprofessional Mock
Code-Care Transition-Parkinson’s Disease
(PD) Patient-Missed, Omitted and Delayed
(MOD) Medication Simulation Case Study”
Faculty Mentor: Diane Ellis, MSN, RN,
CCRN, Clinical Assistant Professor, Nursing

“The Library is incredibly helpful
because everything is in one place.
Even if you’re researching the most
specific topic, you almost always
find exactly what you need.”
While employed as a nurse, Puleo plans to
continue working with the research team. She hopes
to pursue advanced nursing degrees and is interested
in exploring how the death and dying process affects
nurses. After working with many hospice patients her
junior year, Puleo believes it is an important to
address in the undergraduate nursing curriculum.
“Sitting with a patient in hospice matured me as
a nurse,” she explains. “It’s important to teach
nurses about mental health and self-care, but also
how to help families of dying patients through
the grieving process.”

A

His research explores this difficult question by
applying John Rawls’s theory of justice as fairness
in the case of Fulton v. City of Philadelphia. The
principles Rawls advocates are applied to ensure the
least advantaged in society are not hurt or forgotten.
The court case: a foster mother sued the city for
terminating its foster care contract with the city’s
Catholic Social Services, as the agency will not
place foster care children with same-sex couples,
even if they are married.
“I argue that, when viewed through Rawl’s theory,
religious exemptions like this are, in
fact, unjust, and that they unduly harm LGBTQ
equality,” Schratz says of the case, which is still
ongoing. As of September, the court planned to hear
the case in late fall.
In the beginning of his research, Schratz explored a
variety of leading influential philosophers.
This is where his mentor, Sally Scholz, PhD, and
Falvey Memorial Library gave his project structure
and direction. Schratz and Dr. Scholz consulted
with Library staff to navigate available resources and
steer their inquiry. Falvey’s Philosophy subject
guide, online database access, interlibrary loan
program, and the Philosopher’s Index helped him
compile relevant sources, adding depth
to the research.
The case reflects a personal struggle
of his and involves two organizations with
which he has a close connection—the Diocese and

Brett Schratz ’20

(Political Science, Philosophy, Honors)
Hometown: Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
Additional Honors: Phi Beta Kappa, College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences Commencement
Speaker, Helen S. Lang History of Philosophy
Award, Phi Sigma Tau
Project: “Rawls on ‘The Hard Question’ for
LGBTQ Rights: Are Religious Exemptions Just?”
Faculty Mentor: Sally Scholz, PhD, Professor
and Department Chair, Philosophy Department

“Falvey was home base for my
scholarship. I always tell people:
don’t start research by searching
on Google Scholar, start with the
Library’s subject guides.”
the American Civil Liberties Union. “I believe the law
should protect the most vulnerable,” he says. “The
tension between liberty and equality can quickly
turn hostile, and I do not want to see religious liberty
perverted into unjust discrimination.”
Schratz, who was selected as the 2020 College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences Commencement
Speaker, recently joined the ACLU National as a
Paralegal for its National Voting Rights Project,
which protects gains made by racial and language
minorities since the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
It is only the first step into a career in which
he plans on expanding the scope of his research to
areas beyond LGBTQ rights.
A
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THE ECOLOGIST:

Gabriella Bliss Giordano Examines Pollution
in Salt Marshes

SCHOLAR S

THE INNOVATORS:

Lauren Garofalo and Samantha Sandler
Study Robotic Snake Jaws as Teaching Tools

Don’t think of salt marshes solely as pools
of brackish water. Instead, think of them as
nature’s liver, says Gabriella Bliss Giordano.
“They remove pollutants like heavy metal from the
environment.”
New England salt marshes, where Giordano
conducted her research, are also home
to important species of fish and shellfish.
Furthermore, the health of these coastal zones
provides important data and insights into the
health of the surrounding ecosystem.
Now you might understand why she finds them
so fascinating.
Giordano analyzed heavy metal concentrations
in marsh soils and ribbed mussels from the Plum
Island Estuary in Massachusetts. This estuary is an
intertidal riverine marsh with freshwater inputs and
is the largest expanse of salt marsh in the Northeast.
Overall, the study revealed that pollution in
soil was greater nearest to river inputs. Metal
concentration in mussels varied independently
of the soil and were more corelated to size and
suspended sediment, likely a result of fertilizer
or pollution from the technology industry. All
exceeded the limitations set by the FDA for
shellfish that are safe for consumption.
Over the course of her Villanova career,
Giordano has found Falvey a huge help
in her academic experience, from quiet study
spaces to staff to the comfort of Holy Grounds
coffee. Throughout the project, she met with
Librarian Alfred Fry to guide her literature search
for background reading and writing.
As information shifts online, locating credible
sources on the internet has become increasingly
important for scholars and researchers.
Falvey’s website and digital resource
access make searching for articles and academic
journals simple.
“And, for now, all research has to be conducted via
the internet. On something like Google Scholar,
14

Gabriella Bliss Giordano ’20

(Environmental Science and Geography)
Hometown: Massapequa, N.Y.
Additional Honors: Alexander Von Humboldt
Medallion for Excellence in Geography,
Gamma Theta Epsilon International
Geography Honor Society
Project: “Spatial Analysis of Heavy Metals
in Marsh Soils and Ribbed Mussels
(Geukensia Demissa) from Plum Island
Estuary, MA”
Faculty Mentor: Nathaniel Weston, PhD,
Associate Professor

“Being able to consult with a
Falvey librarian who specializes in
scientific literature review is a very
powerful resource for students.”
the article might not be available, but I know Falvey
will have access. During this current COVID-19 pandemic, I have especially appreciated the wide range
of online resources provided by the Library,” she adds.
After four years of working with mentor Nathaniel
Weston, PhD, she’s not ready to leave the salt
marshes behind just because she’s graduating from
Villanova. Giordano is taking her talents to the
University of Georgia where she will pursue a Master’s
in Marine Science.
“I was attracted to the program by the number of
female scientists in their faculty. It’s inspiring to see so
many women in STEM succeeding and rising to the top
A
of their fields,” she said.

Lauren Garofalo ’20

(Mechanical Engineering)
Hometown: Egg Harbor Township, N.J.
Additional Honors: Kevin R. Scott ’85 Memorial
Scholarship, Boeing Summer Business Institute
Scholarship, Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society,
Drexel GAANN Fellowship

Samantha Sandler ’20
(Mechanical Engineering)

Hometown: Long Island, N.Y.
Additional Honors: Dean’s Award Recipient for
Meritorious Service, Dr. Neville Distinguished
Student Award, Tau Beta Pi Honor Society, Pi Tau
Sigma Honor Society

Project: “Evaluation of a Snake Jaw Robot to Teach Integrated Biology, Mathematics, and Engineering”
Faculty Mentor: Deeksha Seth, PhD, Assistant Teaching Professor, Engineering
What can robotics teach students about the natural
world? When it comes to snakes, plenty.
Lauren Garofalo and Samantha Sandler took their
engineering knowhow and used it to explore whether
a snake jaw robot could enhance integrated
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) learning in the classroom.
Robots proved to be a great educational medium
because they incorporate all features critical to
design. They spur the students’ ability to recognize
the integrated nature of the subject matter itself. In
the case of the snake jaw robot, the focus was the
functionality of the quadrate bone, but the students
recognized connections to degrees of freedom, angles
of rotation, and forces.
By presenting a snake jaw robot and snake jaw video
presentations as different learning options, Sandler
and Garofalo were able to evaluate the performance
of robotics compared to conventional educational
techniques.
Students learning with the robot performed
significantly better, resulting in an increased interest
in STEM and recognition of the connections between
natural phenomenon and engineering.

“The testing subjects were Mechanical Engineering
students at Villanova, so it was interesting to note
that there were statistically significant differences
in the responses between the two testing
groups,” Garofalo explains.
Sandler said they relied on Library resources for
preliminary research as well as staff to help ensure they
were using the most effective statistical analysis: “It
would have been difficult to obtain accurate results
without the resources at Falvey.”
While they both have plans to continue working in the
field, their paths have diverged from the themes
explored in the project. Sandler, whose passion
is design and robotics, is now working for L3Harris
Technologies in Melbourne, Fla., as a designer in the
Space and Airborne Systems Sector.
Garofalo, on the other hand, has shifted away
from the educational aspects of robotics and more
towards robots as tools to help people. She is pursuing
a doctorate in Mechanical Engineering at Drexel
University studying under James Tangorra, PhD.
“This research closely aligns with the work I will be
undertaking in the coming years, and I am excited
to apply what I’ve learned from this project during
my career as a graduate student,” she said. A
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2020 FALVEY

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST:

THE THEOLOGIAN:

Timothy Andrew Long Connects Literary
with Religious Themes
All good research begins with a question, one
that remains in the mind like a riddle, eager to be
unraveled.

Long dove deep into Falvey’s collection of
O’Connor’s other prose works and scholarly
criticisms, including several books of the author’s
letters and prayer journal. He
discovered multiple references to the French
Catholic philosopher Jacques Maritain and Swiss
Reformed theologian Karl Barth. The latter, which
had been noted, was not explored at any length in
the scholarly texts.
Using Barth’s Church Dogmatics as a
map, Long traced Barth’s themes through O’Connor’s
prose works: “A Good Man Is Hard to Find,” “Parker’s
Back,” and The Violent Bear It Away.
“In Humanities, we believe great
texts are saturated with meaning,
and revisiting old questions can
produce new revelations,” he explains. “O’Connor,
Barth, and Maritain all attracted me for similar
reasons: They find grace in unexpected places,
and challenge their readers to find it there too.”
Maritain argued in Art and Scholasticism that art
requires violence to reveal a mystery beneath its
surface, an idea that greatly shaped O’Connor’s
literary aesthetic. Barth, on the other hand, gave
insight into the concepts underpinning
her theological themes.
This fall, Long matriculated into the Master of
Divinity program at the University Notre Dame. He
plans to use this project’s interdisciplinary approach,
exploring the relationship between literature and
theology, in his future research and scholarship.
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Josephine Papotto Investigates the
Earth-River Connection
For Josephine Papotto, Falvey has always been
a touchstone of her Villanova career. She first
encountered the Library when she attended
a class on conducting a literature search of
the Library’s online resources as a first-year
student. It was a skill, once mastered, that she
used time again and again, whether as
a researcher working on her own project or
as a teaching assistant helping with other
students’ searches.

For Timothy Andrew Long, his question was
sparked by first reading Flannery
O’Connor’s story, “A Good Man is Hard to
Find.” Her story of a murderous confrontation
between a criminal known as “the Misfit” and a
grandmother confounded him.
How could a violent situation also be an occasion
for grace?

SCHOL ARS

Timothy Andrew Long ’20
(Humanities, Honors)

Hometown: Barberton, Ohio
Additional Honors: College of Arts Karol
Wojtyla Medallion for Excellence in the
Humanities, Phi Beta Kappa
Project: “Even the Mercy of the Lord Burns:
Violence, Distortion, and Grace in Flannery
O’Connor, Jacques Maritain, and Karl Barth”
Faculty Mentor: Helena Tomko, DPhil, Associate
Professor, Humanities

“Falvey’s online resources and
databases were invaluable,
and its print collection already
had most of Flannery O’Connor’s
works and scholarship. Interlibrary
loan provided access to out-of-print
books otherwise unavailable.”

“This experience gave me a greater
appreciation for literature and what it can
offer theological scholarship,” he adds. “Like
theology, great literature can’t be reduced to a
single reading and often evades simple solutions
and definitions, because it contains an excess of
meaning.”
A

“This ability influenced the rest of my
education at Villanova—I became skilled
at utilizing the Library’s databases, able
to search broadly to find relevant information,”
she says. “Or to search for very specific
articles and access them instantly.”
The Library was also an essential study and
productivity space for her, as it is for so
many students. Early on, Papotto was drawn
to the openness of Speakers’ Corner on the
first floor, but over time she found the tables on
the upper floors suited her better.
“The Library was the space I went to when I
needed to focus. It was motivating, especially on
my senior project, which combined online
research skills, in-depth reading and data
analysis, and, of course, writing,” she says.
For her two-year project, she analyzed
sediment from three watersheds in Puerto
Rico and conducted spatial analysis with
geographic information system technology. She
studied how heavy metals can accumulate in
small mountainous river systems in Puerto
Rico in order to see how land impacts the
environment.
She found that anthropogenic land use can
affect metal concentrations, but that geologic
signatures can overpower relationships
with land use, which includes fertilizer and
pesticides, beyond the minimum threshold that
would impact aquatic life in the rivers.

Josephine Papotto ’20

(Environmental Science and Geography)
Hometown: Moorestown, N.J.
Additional Honors: Rachel Carson Medallion for
Academic Excellence in Environmental Science,
Phi Beta Kappa
Project Title: “Temporal Variability and Spatial
Controls on Sediment Chemistry in Three Puerto
Rico Watersheds”
Faculty Mentor: Steven Goldsmith, PhD, Associate
Professor, Geography and the Environment

“Falvey’s online resources and
databases were instrumental. They
helped me find and access all the
scientific articles that created the
foundation of my project.”
The thesis work sparked a new passion for
research in Papotto. She found it dynamic and
rewarding, calling on her think critically and
stretch her abilities. She is strongly considering
continuing work in environmental science
research in some capacity. But the pandemic has
slowed down hiring as well as gave her an
opportunity to reflect on these experiences.
“I don’t know exactly what direction I want to take
my career in yet, so I’m using this time to figure
A
that out!” she says.
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“This project’s goal is to honor veterans, to hear their voices
and to tell their stories. Whether it be through the voices
project’s oral interviews or through the mapping project, we
want to honor that sacrifice and service,” says Brown.

Get a look at the site

A Proud Villanova Tradition

Villanovans have served in military conflicts around the world
as far back as the Civil War. During the Vietnam War alone,
nearly 400 Villanova men fought—nine ultimately lost their
lives. These alumni, past and present, reflect Villanova’s strong
tradition of service.

Top: USN veteran John Ondik ’83 VSB is
interviewed; bottom: an interactive memorial
map graphs casualty
figures geographically.

Radnor resident William Patrick Bonelli, recalled his service days for the recorded podcast series and at the launch event.

Honoring the University’s Tradition of Military Service

ROTC students chat with alumni veterans at the launch event.

‘Lest We Forget: The Villanova Veterans History
Project’ Preserves Voices and Stories
The Department of Veterans Affairs estimated that, as of 2018,
318 World War II veterans die every day. As these veterans
are lost, so too, are their voices, ones that would tell incredible
stories of service and sacrifice,
of adversity and
bravery.
In January 2019,
Villanova’s Office
of Veterans and
Military Service
Members and the
Falvey Memorial
Library’s Distinctive
Collections and
Digital Engagement
Department began
working together to
ensure these veterans’
narratives will be preserved. Their unique stories, captured in
their own words, will be available to everyone, including their
families, fellow Villanovans, and historians forever as digital
recordings.
18

Find this and more at The Voices of Villanova’s Veterans website:

veteransvoices.library.villanova.edu

To commemorate this, more than 100 veterans, alumni,
family, ROTC students, faculty, and staff gathered together
at the Library at a launch celebration of “Lest We Forget:
The Villanova Veterans History Project,” held in the Library’s
Speakers’ Corner. The event included remembrances of
three of the 17 current participants as well as presentations
from staff who contributed.

mentors. That pushed him to succeed and built a foundation for
success during his military service and beyond.

Digital recordings were coordinated by Michael Foight,
Falvey’s Director of Distinctive Collections and Digital
Engagement and a fellow veteran, Michael Brown, Director of
Villanova’s Office of Veterans and Military Service Members.
Voices and Views was produced by Laura Bang, Distinctive
Collections Librarian. Erica Hayes, Digital Scholarship
Librarian, with contributions from David Uspal, Library
Technology Developer, created an interactive memorial map
that honors Villanovans who have died in service to their
country. The website was designed by Uspal and Joanne
Quinn, Falvey’s Director of Communication and Marketing.

At the launch event, veterans who spoke shared memories of their
time in the armed services as well as their time as a student at
Villanova.

The map marks the place and recounts the circumstances of
each veteran’s death, including branch of service, location,
and year. But, just as much, it celebrates the life of the
person, including the unique Villanova experience.

Former US Navy Commander John Schofield ’96 CLAS discussed
experiences in Villanova’s NROTC program. He reflected on
youthful struggles, as Schofield graduated last in a class of 18,
also on the equal measures of support and tough love from his

The University’s Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps includes more
than 90 Navy and Marine Corps midshipmen, and the program has
produced more Navy Admirals and Marine Corps Generals than any
other institution outside of the Naval Academy. The University also
has an Army ROTC program, which trains and produces top-level
Cadets to serve as Army officers.

“The prevailing theme at Villanova and in the family of Villanovans
is that ‘you are going to make it’ and ‘we love you.’ I can’t thank you
enough for doing this. It speaks volumes about how special of a
place Villanova is, including for veterans,” he said.
“Brown was inspired by the oral history projects organized by
the Library of Congress. He wanted to make this a different kind
of project, one that would include more of a Villanova angle,”
Bang says.
Brown is working to create new pathways for veterans at Villanova
as a way of increasing diversity and inclusion on campus. He
wants to help the veterans on campus feel included and attract
more veterans to Villanova. Just as much, he wants to connect
with and celebrate the University’s veterans from every era.
“I invite veterans to come and tell their story as well. We want to
hear it. And when you’re gone, hopefully a long time from now,
maybe your grandchildren will want to hear that story, too.” A
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From Rags to Riches:

Falvey Awarded
Grant
Continuing
Dime Novel
Digitization
Adventure

.

- -

Ringing in America’s Second Independence Day
Library resources enrich Villanova’s commemoration of

June 19, 1865.

Falvey Memorial Library has been awarded a National
Endowment for the Humanities grant for $348,630 in order
to continue digitizing out-of-print dime novels and papers.
The grant will be shared between Villanova University’s
Falvey Memorial Library, and four partner universities:
Northern Illinois University, Stanford University, Oberlin
College and Conservatory, and Bowling Green State
University.
Dime novels, which were published in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries before the rise of pulp magazines,
provided popular reading materials for a wide audience
who often could not afford hardback books. They remained
popular until around 1915. Falvey Memorial Library has
a growing collection of print dime novels, and its staff
has worked to preserve and make public these historical
documents through digitization.
Falvey’s dime novel collection, which was inspired by the
rediscovery of turn-of-the-century books in the dusty
depths of the Library’s basement, led to Falvey being
awarded a Council on Library Information Resources grant
in 2017. The Library continues to be a recognized curator
of these culturally significant texts, and this newest grant
will support digitizing titles published by Street and Smith,
a prolific dime novel publisher which made its mark on the
field through offerings like long-running story paper The
New York Weekly and Tip Top Weekly. As the market for
dime novels dwindled, Street and Smith absorbed most of
its competitors and reprinted many of their earlier releases.
20

While the formal freeing of enslaved peoples came
with the Emancipation Proclamation on Jan. 1, 1863,
“Freedom’s Eve” did not mean freedom for all who were
enslaved—not yet.

Visit the collection at
https://digital.library.villanova.edu/Item/vudl:24093
“We have been approaching digitization projects one
publisher at a time since it helps keep the scope to a
manageable size. Having finished Beadle and Adams,
which launched the dime novel boom, we’re now looking
to represent the end of
the era through the lens
of Street and Smith,” says
Demian Katz, Director
of Library Technologies,
who worked on the grant
proposal.
“Dime novels provide an
important glimpse into
the evolution of popular
culture and for-profit
entertainment, as well as
the popular attitudes and
high-profile events of their
KATZ
day. By digitizing these books
and making them available to historical researchers
and popular culture enthusiasts, we are opening a time
capsule that can fuel new and exciting research,” adds
Michael Foight, Director of Distinctive Collections and
Digital Engagement.
A

In the Confederate-controlled states, 30 long months
passed before the last outposts of slavery could be
abolished. On June 19, 1865, Union troops rode into
Galveston Bay, Texas, and decreed the state’s more than
a quarter million enslaved people were finally free. It
has been called America’s second Independence Day by
The Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American
History and Culture.
The people who were newly
freed called it “Juneteenth,”
and it became a holiday long
celebrated in Black community,
but less known to the average
American, unfortunately.
This past year was the 155th
Juneteenth. It became an
occasion for Villanova to call
on its students, faculty, and
alumni to learn about the
history of Black Americans.
SEIBERT
Their contributions to the
country’s culture. Their fight for equality that continued
for decades, which continues even today.
As part of the celebration, the University announced
a campus-wide holiday and shared links with
information about Juneteenth, including the insightful

blog “Commemorating the End of Slavery, Celebrating
Juneteenth!,” penned by Jutta Seibert, Director of Research
Services & Scholarly Engagement at Falvey Memorial Library.
The post, which overviews Juneteenth’s historical context
and connects to many of the Library’s online resources,
was shared by the University, colleges, and many
departments, as well as popular social media accounts
run by alumni.
While the Library has been spreading the word about
Juneteenth since 2015, this year’s focus on the holiday
resulted in a jolt of attention on the blog, including more
than five times the traffic compared to 2019.
Nearly 57% of visits to the blog June 16-20 were people
reading the Juneteenth entry!
For Villanova’s community, it was an opportunity to
research the past as way of understanding our country’s
present, a way of contemplating our shared future.
While there were discussions happening amongst students
and faculty, for others, the blog became an instant
“must-read” for everyone, regardless of their affiliation with
Villanova.
“I’ve been working here for 23 years and never read a
more important and interesting article,” said Sharon
Wilkinson, a member of Custodial Services. “Being a
Black worker here at Villanova, I feel as though this
should not only read, but kept for memories. I would love
to share it with my children and my children’s children.”

A

READ IT! https://blog.library.villanova.edu/2020/06/17/commemorating-the-end-of-slavery-celebrating-juneteenth/
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The Pursuit of Veritas

Library Hosts Launch of University’s First Ever
Undergraduate Research Journal

The Outstanding Research at Villanova Event:

Showcasing Faculty, Graduate Research

GARCIA

URIONA

MA

Each year, the prestigious Outstanding Faculty Research
Award is presented to a faculty member who has
exhibited the highest standards of excellence in their
research, scholarship, and contributions to their field.
In celebration of this honor, Falvey Memorial Library
and the Office of the Provost present the Outstanding
Faculty Research Award lecture each spring. The annual
event presents the opportunity to honor the current
award recipient and offers the winning faculty member
a platform to share their impressive research with the
wider Villanova community.

Falvey Memorial Library supports research by Villanovans at all
levels. A recent initiative which provides unprecedented publishing
opportunities for Villanova’s undergraduates is the Library’s
co-sponsorship and contributions to the launch of Veritas.
The first peer-reviewed undergraduate research
journal at Villanova, Veritas: Villanova Research
Journal (VVRJ) promotes investigation and discovery, the
peer review process, and the work of Villanova students and
their faculty mentors by publishing scholarly work across all
fields of study. Just as much, the journal’s goal is to inspire
students to restlessly explore and share their discoveries with
a wider audience.
VVRJ is sponsored by the Villanova Center for Research and
Fellowships (CRF) and Falvey Memorial Library and
becomes the seventh academic journal published by the Library.
The Library’s Technology, Communication and Marketing, and
Distinctive Collections each take active roles in publishing open
access journals for various Villanova entities and departments.
Falvey teams use the popular Open Journal Systems software
and publication management system to produce peer-reviewed
scholarly research at no cost, and in a high-quality professional
format. The teams work together on design, coding,
collaboration, and digital storage of each publication, while
independent editorial teams contribute the content.
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“It is through the collaborative and creative process of
research that the truth—veritas—emerges. Research
at Villanova brings together minds that uncovers
truth and create those tomorrows about which we
dream,” notes Catherine Stecyk, Associate Director, CRF;
Sage Milo, Postdoctoral Scholar, CRF; and the VVRJ Student
Editorial Team in the journal’s opening letter.
The Library’s Research Services and Scholarly Engagement
department invites and offers assistance and encouragement
to researchers seeking to launch this type of publication.
VVRJ, which published its second issue in September, is
open to all Villanova undergraduates who have undertaken
research—both inside and outside the classroom. Alumni
are also eligible to submit within three years of their
graduation from Villanova. While the journal is a testament
to the burgeoning research output at the University, it
also boosts and supports the careers of Villanova’s young
researchers.
A

Young alumni who would like to inquire whether a potential
research submission is eligible for publication in VVRJ, contact
the Editors-in-Chief at veritasjournal@villanova.edu.

The 2020 Outstanding Research Award was given to
Robert Caverly, PhD, Professor, Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, due to his work on Magnetic
Resonance Imaging. Dr. Caverly, who received his
PhD in electrical engineering from The Johns Hopkins
University and MSEE and BSEE degrees from the North
Carolina State University, has been a faculty member at
Villanova University in the Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering since 1997.
Dr. Caverly was scheduled to present his work at an
event at Falvey in April; however, plans for an in-person
event changed due to the impact of COVID-19 on
campus.
As an alternative to a typical gathering, the Outstanding
Faculty Research Award event was reimagined as a
broader virtual event with the help of Amanda Grannas,
PhD, Associate Vice Provost for Research and Chief
Research Officer, as well as Akima Redding, Sr.,
Administrative Assistant, Office of the Provost. In this
new iteration of the event, we were able to present a
webinar that showcased the work of many outstanding
scholars at Villanova University—it highlighted the
research performed by undergraduate and graduate
students as well as distinguished faculty scholars.
Student presentations included Nicole Garcia, CLAS
‘22, Presidential Scholar & VURF 2020 grantee, on
“Using computational analysis of iron complexes to

WILLIAMS

XU

CAVERLY

inform iron-catalyzed controlled radical polymerization;’
Eliana Uriona CLAS ‘21, VCARE VURF 2020 grantee,
on “The Effects of Organic Matter Amendments on
Tomato and Chamomile Productivity and Soil Nutrient
Content;” and Jingchao (Chris) Ma, PhD candidate in
Philosophy, Villanova Graduate Summer Research Fellow,
on “Narcissistic Gender: Psychoanalysis and the Social
Formation of Gender.”
Faculty presentations featured Wenqing (Vicky) Xu,
PhD, Associate Professor, Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, 2020 University Scholarly
Achievement Awardee, on “Pyrogenic Carbonaceous
Matter (PCM): The Reverse of its Dark Side” and Shannen
Dee Williams, PhD, Albert Lepage Assistant Professor,
Department of History, on “Still Mining the Forgotten:
Black Catholic Nuns in United States History.”
The culmination of the event was a keynote presentation
from Villanova’s 2020
Outstanding Faculty
Research Award winner,
Dr. Robert Caverly on
“Magnetic Resonance
Imaging: A Radio
Frequency Electronics
Perspective.”
Though we were
not able to hold the
Outstanding Faculty
Research Award as
originally planned, this
larger event captured
a unique snapshot of
some of the stellar
research being
conducted
across Villanova.

A
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CELEBRATING

SEASONS

OF VILLANOVA BASKETBALL
“No one thought we could do it…but I did!!”

In just ten words, beloved coach Rollie Massimino sums up all the feelings we
Wildcats experience each year as we revel in season after season of men s
basketball. Did you know that in 2020, the team began its 101st season? Our
University Archives does–and, along with the team, has collected fascinating
memorabilia since those first seasons in the 1920s. Pore over our sampling
here, and enjoy other images of vintage hoops mania from the Belle Air, the
Villanovan, and the University Archive s Library’s valuable collections.

Visit the Basketball section of the Villanova Digital
Collection: https://digital.library.villanova.edu/Item/
vudl:570165

Photos are courtesy Digital Library@Villanova University.
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Do you have 13 minutes?

GlobalSmackDown Series Helps Expand
Students’ Perspectives

Do you have 13 minutes? Then Tim Horner,
DPhil, can take you around the world.
It’s a feat that Dr. Horner, Teaching
Professor in the Center for Peace and
Justice Education and the Augustine
and Culture Seminar Program (ACS),
achieves each Monday when he presents
the ongoing GlobalSmackDown series, a
13-minute multimedia presentation focused
on developing geo-political crises around
the globe.
The GlobalSmackDown gives students,
faculty, and staff the opportunity to stay
connected with world events beyond the
US. He compiles each presentation in the
weekly series, and incorporates audio and
visual elements, ranging from first-person
accounts on Twitter to international news
agency reports, all with the intention to
offer a curated view of unfolding events.

Start of the SmackDown

In the spring 2011, while Dr. Horner was
teaching “The Nature of Genocide,” the
events of the Arab Spring escalated to
a geo-political phenomenon of massive
proportions. Seeing this prompted Dr.
Horner to address the events with his
students, looking for early warning signs of
a potential genocide.
“I found myself going into class and saying,
‘Do you all know what’s happening right
now? This is wild. This is happening so
quickly.’ And nobody could keep up,” he
recalls. “So, we would take ten minutes
at the beginning of class and break down
what happened over the last week in the
Middle East, Tunisia, Egypt, and all the
things happening in Syria.”
Ultimately, Dr. Horner was inspired
to provide a longer weekly update on
geo-political unrest in order to help
students stay in touch with the context of
their education.
26

“It’s a great way to keep up with world
news and gain a greater, more informed
understanding of world events,” says
Christian Keale ’20 CLAS, who is majoring
in Psychology with minors in Arab and
Islamic Studies and Political Science.

“I found myself
going into
class saying,
‘Do you all know
what’s happening
right now?’”
- TIM HORNER, DPHIL

Beyond giving an accurate account of
what is going on in the world, Dr. Horner
provides an example of how to learn
what is going on in the world. With the
prevalence of information on the internet,
trustworthy sources are an imperative.
GSD serves an important purpose in
helping students discern fact from fiction
on internet and social media.
The growth of internet news coverage
offers marvelous opportunities to engage
with events across the world.
“We could have never done the GSD
twenty years ago. The way we consume
news is so different now, allowing access
to different voices and street-level
views. The SmackDown is a result of
the moment we are living in, and I want
to capitalize on that moment,” Horner
explains.

Courting the Curious

Since the GSD came to Speakers’ Corner
in the Library, Horner has observed an
increase in visibility and attendance.
Curious students migrate from their

tables to hear the latest news and
political concerns.
“The Library has really done wonders
for the SmackDown. It’s become more
accessible for students in the Library
who are studying,” he says.
In addition to providing a space
for the GSD to thrive, Nathaniel
Gosweiler, former Graduate Assistant,
and member of the Communication
and Marketing team at Falvey,
produced recordings of Dr. Horner’s
presentations. The highlight videos—
distilled the presentation to just four
minutes—giving those who missed the
live presentation a chance to stay up
to date. Current Communication and
Marketing Graduate Assistant, Jenna
Newman, circulates Dr. Horner’s weekly
GSD updates on Falvey’s website and
social media channels highlighting
news for library patrons.
Navigating the challenges of COVID-19,
Dr. Horner continues to bring global
news to the Villanova community
through the University newswires.
No matter what just happened in
the world, students can count on Dr.
Horner talking about it on Monday
mornings on Zoom.
In the spirit of Dr. Horner’s sign-off,
consider yourself “SmackDown-ed!”

A

FIND IT ONLINE

To watch the videos of Dr. Horner’s
GlobalSmackDown presentation,
visit blog.library.villanova.edu and
search “GlobalSmackdown.”
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Going Virtual: Reimagining Library Events
Each semester, Falvey Memorial Library’s Communication
and Marketing Department plans a robust lineup of
events to present to the Villanova University community.
Coordinating with partners from across campus, events
range from academic to leisurely, and provide faculty, staff,
students, and alumni the opportunity to gather together
and discuss a variety of topics and interests.
The spring 2020 semester began with a myriad of
collaborative activities. Falvey offered discussions on
current events and sponsored gatherings to highlight
outstanding scholarship at Villanova, such as a book talk
event featuring Adele Lindenmeyr, PhD, Dean, College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, on Finding Sophia Panina:
A Biographer’s Journey. The Library also worked with
campus groups to highlight important cultural events, such
as its first-ever African American Read-In, where the VU
community was invited to read works that were written by
Black authors to amplify Black voices and experiences.
The semester continued with a
slate of additional events including
the Library’s Falvey Scholars
Awards, the Outstanding Faculty
Research Award Lecture, a Finals
Stress-Busting Open House, and
many more events spanning a wide
range of interests. Unfortunately,
plans changed in March when the
COVID-19 pandemic hit. This meant
meant reimagining events in a
virtual space. Learning the nuances
of multiple virtual platforms—
Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Skype—
the Department worked alongside

Library staff and campus partners to ensure events
would meet the Library’s high level of expectations.
This new array of events was designed to appeal to
a range of interests. In early summer, Library staff
set off planning and hoped that at the very least,
the mix of virtual events would prove to be very
convenient to access at the click of a link and would
provide opportunities for all to destress, engage in
conversation on challenging topics, highlight Library
resources, and help maintain a sense of community.
Stress-relieving events were transformed into a
virtual format and new events were created. Falvey
presented its first-ever virtual pet visitation where
Library staff and the Villanova community were
invited to feature their own furry friends, adapted
from the semi-annual stress-relief event. Additionally,
Falvey held a film screening series featuring video
selections from our robust online collection at the
suggestion of Librarian Deborah Bishov.

“Mindfulness Mondays” began in the fall, featuring
Campus Ministry’s Linda Jaczynski for weekly guided
meditation sessions, providing attendees with a
comfortable space where they were encouraged to stop
and focus on the “here and now.”
Event planning got even more creative when Kallie Stahl,
Communication and Marketing Specialist, shared a series
of cooking tutorial videos highlighting recipes found in
Falvey’s Distinctive Collections while working from home.
“Quarantine Cooking with Kallie” featured delightful,
vintage experiments with Grape-Nuts fruit pudding and
maple sugar cake filling.
Falvey Library also partnered with Villanova’s Office of
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion to help promote their
conversation series based off of Robin DiAngelo’s book
White Fragility, and sponsored a series of virtual events
focusing on the 2020 United States Presidential Election,
planned with the support of Librarian Merrill Stein. Other
series celebrated scholarship across campus, even if that
meant reconceptualizing existing events, such as working
with the Office of the Provost to revise and expand the
annual Outstanding Faculty Research Award Lecture (see
story on page 18.)

and Sarah Wipperman co-lead a popular seven-session
Digital Research Methods and Scholarly Publishing
Workshop series facilitating collaborative learning and
connection across all disciplines.
Until in-person events can resume, Falvey will continue
to help keep the Villanova community connected and
spotlight important conversations. Visit https://library.
A
villanova.edu/events.
BELOW: Falvey staffer Regina Duffy (inset) juggles virtual events and
virtual schooling during the pandemic.
People connecting through the Library’s virtual events (L–R): Kallie
Stahl, Alex Iannucci, EdD, Hibba Abugideiri, PhD, Falvey’s Director
of Finance & Administration Margaret Duffy with her dog Rosie,
Whitney Trettien, PhD, Camille Burge, PhD, Librarian Rob LeBlanc,
the golden retriever “Jesse,” Matt Kerbel, PhD, Librarian Merrill Stein,
and Catherine Stecyk.

In fact, all Falvey Librarians
continued to share expertise
and library resources available
to the campus community
virtually. Notably, Erica Hayes

Find these and other
interesting
event videos on the
Villanova
University YouTube
channel: https://www.
youtube.com/user/villanovauniversity
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IN MEMORIAM

Meet Roberta Pierce
Roberta Pierce joined Access Services as the Access and Collections Coordinator. Focusing
on resource sharing, Pierce assists patrons with Interlibrary loan (ILL) requests, specifically
through E-ZBorrow and ILLiad services. In 2019, Access Services processed more than
13,000 ILL requests, which is a free and popular service offered to Villanova students,
faculty, and staff.
“It’s like solving a puzzle,” Pierce says. “My favorite part is researching and locating a
specific book chapter or particular journal article to assist a patron in their scholarship.”
Pierce previously worked in resource sharing at Jefferson University on the East Falls
campus and is pursuing a bachelor’s in Information Systems degree through the College
of Professional Studies. She earned a bachelor’s in Psychology from California State
University, San Bernardino.

Meet Sarah Wipperman
Sarah Wipperman joined Research Services and Scholarly Engagement as the
Scholarly Communication Librarian. “Scholarly communication encompasses the
various ways in which scholarship is created and disseminated, thinking about how
the various ecosystems of publishing, libraries, and academia fit together,” Wipperman
explains. “My role is to assist individuals in navigating those complex systems and
ensure they are protecting their rights when sharing their work.”
Earning a Bachelor of Arts in Anthropology from New York University and a Master of
Law from the University of Pennsylvania, Wipperman has developed expertise across
multiple disciplines. Helping to expand digital scholarship at Villanova, focusing on
infrastructure and developing publishing programs and current open journal systems,
is what interested Wipperman in joining Falvey Memorial Library.
“To come and work with scholars to help build a new program that will propel
Falvey into the future felt like such a great opportunity,” she says, adding that she
encourages faculty and students to reach out about ongoing and future scholarship.

Dennis Gallagher, OSA, PhD
The Rev. Dennis J. Gallagher, OSA, PhD, the
University’s first archivist and member of the
Augustinian Priesthood for 55 years, passed away
Nov. 22, 2020 at the age of 85.
Father Gallagher graduated from Villanova with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Philosophy in 1960 and
a Master of Science degree in Library Science in
1965. In addition to his work as a priest, professor,
and librarian, he was appointed as the University’s
first full-time archivist in 1985 where his expertise
in Villanova’s history helped preserve and organize
documents and treasured items for future
generations.
“Father Gallagher was a dedicated priest and a man
of integrity, who cared very deeply for Villanova
University,” says Darren G. Poley, Associate Director
of Research Services and Scholarly Engagement,
Librarian for Theology and Religious Studies,
humanities and classical studies, and honors.
Father Gallagher often remarked that the work of
the University Archives was to act as the institutional
memory of Villanova. In this regard, he was a fitting
and adept keeper of those memories. He continued
his role as an archivist until 2016 when he retired.

Phil Mairs

Marie Roman

Nora Ramos-Rojas

STA FF AWAR D S

Abigail Cengel
2020 Work Process Improvement Award
Abigail Cengel, Access and Collections Coordinator, was
honored with the 2020 Work Process Improvement Award
(WPI) for her implementation of SubItUp. The cloud-based
scheduling software helped maintain and organize shifts for
50 Villanova students working at Falvey Memorial Library.
The WPI Award is designed to recognize those individuals or
teams who have made suggestions which result in meaningful
work process improvements and/or work redesigns.
30

Luisa Cywinski
2020 Above and Beyond Award
Luisa Cywinski, Director of Access Services, received
the Above and Beyond Award from The University Staff
Council Selection Team for her continued dedication to the
Villanova University community. The Above and Beyond
Award recognizes “individuals and groups who go above
and beyond the routine call of duty,” and for more than three
decades, Cywinski has continually gone the extra mile for
Falvey Memorial Library patrons.

Phil Mairs, former Library
Assistant in the Access Services
department, passed away on
April 3, 2020. With a bright
smile and energetic spirit, Mairs
welcomed numerous patrons to
Falvey Library for many years.
Passionate about Villanova and
Philadelphia sports, he continued
to work as an events staff
member at many occasions on
campus after working for Falvey.

Marie Roman, a former Resource
Management Specialist, passed
away on April 21, 2020. Marie
retired in 2013, after working at
Falvey for over 20 years. Each
year, Marie would arrange a
patriotic display in remembrance
of the victims and heroes of
September 11, 2001, which is a
tradition we continue to this day.

Nora C. Ramos-Rojas ’17 CPS, a
retired member of the custodial
services staff at Falvey, passed
away on Dec. 19, 2020. Nora
started working at Villanova
in the late 1990s. In 2017, she
earned her bachelor’s degree
from the College of Professional
Studies and was awarded the
colleges inaugural Grit Award in
recognition of her dedication and
persistence.
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Spellbinding
Fun at Falvey
This Halloween the
campus held Tent-or Treat,
organized by Community
First, allowing more than
50 student organizations
and departments to deck
out tents with candy and
other fun giveaways. Falvey’s
tent struck a witchy theme,
complete with decor inspired
by the film Hocus Pocus.
Falvey’s entry tied for the
best department tent
at the event!
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